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Acceptance Criteria For Seismic Shake Table
This book collects 5 keynote and 15 topic lectures presented at the 2nd European Conference on Earthquake
Engineering and Seismology (2ECEES), held in Istanbul, Turkey, from August 24 to 29, 2014. The conference was
organized by the Turkish Earthquake Foundation - Earthquake Engineering Committee and Prime Ministry, Disaster and
Emergency Management Presidency under the auspices of the European Association for Earthquake Engineering
(EAEE) and European Seismological Commission (ESC). The book’s twenty state-of-the-art papers were written by the
most prominent researchers in Europe and address a comprehensive collection of topics on earthquake engineering, as
well as interdisciplinary subjects such as engineering seismology and seismic risk assessment and management. Further
topics include engineering seismology, geotechnical earthquake engineering, seismic performance of buildings,
earthquake-resistant engineering structures, new techniques and technologies and managing risk in seismic regions. The
book also presents the Third Ambraseys Distinguished Award Lecture given by Prof. Robin Spence in honor of Prof.
Nicholas N. Ambraseys. The aim of this work is to present the state-of-the art and latest practices in the fields of
earthquake engineering and seismology, with Europe’s most respected researchers addressing recent and ongoing
developments while also proposing innovative avenues for future research and development. Given its cutting-edge
content and broad spectrum of topics, the book offers a unique reference guide for researchers in these fields. Audience:
This book is of interest to civil engineers in the fields of geotechnical and structural earthquake engineering; scientists
and researchers in the fields of seismology, geology and geophysics. Not only scientists, engineers and students, but
also those interested in earthquake hazard assessment and mitigation will find in this book the most recent advances.
Advanced Design Examples of Seismic Retrofit of Structures provides insights on the problems associated with the
seismic retrofitting of existing structures. The authors present various international case studies of seismic retrofitting
projects and the different possible strategies on how to handle complex problems encountered. Users will find tactics on
a variety of problems that are commonly faced, including problems faced by engineers and authorities who have little or
no experience in the practice of seismic retrofitting. Provides several examples of retrofitting projects that cover different
structural systems, from non-engineered houses, to frame buildings Presents various retrofitting methods through
examples Provides detailed, step-by-step design procedures for each example Includes real retrofit projects with photos
of the details of various retrofitting techniques Contains several modeling details and hints making use of various
software in this area
Developed as a resource for practicing engineers, while simultaneously serving as a text in a formal classroom setting,
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Wind and Earthquake Resistant Buildings provides a fundmental understanding of the behavior of steel, concrete, and
composite building structures. The text format follows, in a logical manner, the typical process of designing a building,
from the first step of determining design loads, to the final step of evaluating its behavior for unusual effects. Includes a
worksheet that takes the drudgery out of estimating wind response. The book presents an in-depth review of wind effects
and outlines seismic design, highlighting the dymamic behavior of buildings. It covers the design and detailing the
requirements of steel, concrete, and composite buidlings assigned to seismic design categories A through E. The author
explains critical code specific items and structural concepts by doing the nearly impossible feat of addressing the history,
reason for existence, and intent of major design provisions of the building codes. While the scope of the book is
intentionally broad, it provides enough in-depth coverage to make it useful for structural engineers in all stages of their
careers.
Chap. 1 sets forth the general require. for applying the analysis & design provisions contained in Chap. 2 through 12 of
the Nat. Earthquake Hazards Reduction Prog. Recommended Provisions for Seismic Reg's. for New Bldgs. & Other
Structures. It is similar to what might be incorporated in a code as administrative regulations. Also includes info. on:
quality assurance; ground motion; structural design criteria; architectural, mechanical, & electrical components;
seismically isolated structures; & design require. for foundation, steel structure, concrete structure, composite steel &
concrete structure, masonry structure, wood structure, & non-building structures. Illustrated.
Performance-Based Seismic Design (PBSD) is a structural design methodology that has become more common in urban
centers around the world, particularly for the design of high-rise buildings. The primary benefit of PBSD is that it
substantiates exceptions to prescribed code requirements, such as height limits applied to specific structural systems,
and allows project teams to demonstrate higher performance levels for structures during a seismic event.However, the
methodology also involves significantly more effort in the analysis and design stages, with verification of building
performance required at multiple seismic demand levels using Nonlinear Response History Analysis (NRHA). The design
process also requires substantial knowledge of overall building performance and analytical modeling, in order to
proportion and detail structural systems to meet specific performance objectives.This CTBUH Technical Guide provides
structural engineers, developers, and contractors with a general understanding of the PBSD process by presenting case
studies that demonstrate the issues commonly encountered when using the methodology, along with their corresponding
solutions. The guide also provides references to the latest industry guidelines, as applied in the western United States,
with the goal of disseminating these methods to an international audience for the advancement and expansion of PBSD
principles worldwide.
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The use of electric power substations in generation, transmission, and distribution remains one of the most challenging
and exciting areas of electric power engineering. Recent technological developments have had a tremendous impact on
all aspects of substation design and operation. With 80% of its chapters completely revised and two brand-new chapters
on energy storage and Smart Grids, Electric Power Substations Engineering, Third Edition provides an extensive
updated overview of substations, serving as a reference and guide for both industry and academia. Contributors have
written each chapter with detailed design information for electric power engineering professionals and other engineering
professionals (e.g., mechanical, civil) who want an overview or specific information on this challenging and important
area. This book: Emphasizes the practical application of the technology Includes extensive use of graphics and
photographs to visually convey the book’s concepts Provides applicable IEEE industry standards in each chapter Is
written by industry experts who have an average of 25 to 30 years of industry experience Presents a new chapter
addressing the key role of the substation in Smart Grids Editor John McDonald and this very impressive group of
contributors cover all aspects of substations, from the initial concept through design, automation, and operation. The
book’s chapters—which delve into physical and cyber-security, commissioning, and energy storage—are written as
tutorials and provide references for further reading and study. As with the other volumes in the Electric Power
Engineering Handbook series, this book supplies a high level of detail and, more importantly, a tutorial style of writing and
use of photographs and graphics to help the reader understand the material. Several chapter authors are members of the
IEEE Power & Energy Society (PES) Substations Committee and are the actual experts who are developing the
standards that govern all aspects of substations. As a result, this book contains the most recent technological
developments in industry practice and standards. Watch John D. McDonald talk about his book A volume in the Electric
Power Engineering Handbook, Third Edition. Other volumes in the set: K12642 Electric Power Generation, Transmission,
and Distribution, Third Edition (ISBN: 9781439856284) K12648 Power Systems, Third Edition (ISBN: 9781439856338)
K13917 Power System Stability and Control, Third Edition (ISBN: 9781439883204) K12643 Electric Power Transformer
Engineering, Third Edition (ISBN: 9781439856291)
Prepared by the Technical Council on Lifeline Earthquake Engineering of ASCE This TCLEE Monograph provides guidelines for
the seismic evaluation and upgrade of water transmission facilities, including aqueducts, tunnels, canals, buried pipelines,
elevated pipelines and their appurtenances. Topics covered include the performance of these facilities in past earthquakes;
geotechnical issues; performance criteria; risk analysis; analysis methods; and a series of case studies. The guidelines can also
be used for the design of new water transmission facilities. The case studies cover seismic designs and retrofits for the
Mokelumne Aqueduct, the Contra Costa Canal, the Borel Canal, buried pipes at fault crossings, and auxiliary water fire fighting
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systems. The case studies also examine post-earthquake operations, financial issues, and the benefits of seismic retrofits.
This book is based on the author's 50+ years experience in the power and distribution transformer industry. The first few chapters
of the book provide a step-by-step procedures of transformer design. Engineers without prior knowledge or exposure to design can
follow the procedures and calculation methods to acquire reasonable proficiency necessary to designing a transformer. Although
the transformer is a mature product, engineers working in the industry need to understand its fundamentals oand design to enable
them to offer products to meet the challenging demands of the power system and the customer. This book can function as a useful
guide for practicing engineers to undertake new designs, cost optimization, design automation etc., without the need for external
help or consultancy. The book extensively covers the design processes with necessary data and calculations from a wide variety
of transformers, including dry-type cast resin transformers, amorphous core transformers, earthing transformers, rectifier
transformers, auto transformers, transformers for explosive atmospheres, and solid-state transformers. The other subjects covered
include, carbon footprint salculation of transformers, condition monitoring of transformers and design optimization techniques. In
addition to being useful for the transformer industry, this book can serve as a reference for power utility engineers, consultants,
research scholars, and teaching faculty at universities.
This book features chapters based on selected presentations from the International Congress on Advanced Earthquake
Resistance of Structures, AERS2016, held in Samsun, Turkey, from 24 to 28 October 2016. It covers the latest advances in three
widely popular research areas in Earthquake Engineering: Performance-Based Seismic Design, Seismic Isolation Systems, and
Structural Health Monitoring. The book shows the vulnerability of high-rise and seismically isolated buildings to long periods of
strong ground motions, and proposes new passive and semi-active structural seismic isolation systems to protect against such
effects. These systems are validated through real-time hybrid tests on shaking tables. Structural health monitoring systems
provide rapid assessment of structural safety after an earthquake and allow preventive measures to be taken, such as shutting
down the elevators and gas lines, before damage occurs. Using the vibration data from instrumented tall buildings, the book
demonstrates that large, distant earthquakes and surface waves, which are not accounted for in most attenuation equations, can
cause long-duration shaking and damage in tall buildings. The overview of the current performance-based design methodologies
includes discussions on the design of tall buildings and the reasons common prescriptive code provisions are not sufficient to
address the requirements of tall-building design. In addition, the book explains the modelling and acceptance criteria associated
with various performance-based design guidelines, and discusses issues such as selection and scaling of ground motion records,
soil-foundation-structure interaction, and seismic instrumentation and peer review needs. The book is of interest to a wide range of
professionals in earthquake engineering, including designers, researchers, and graduate students.
This document from the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) was prepared for the Building Seismic Safety
Council (BSSC) with funding from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). It provides commentary on the NEHRP
Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings. It contains systematic guidance enabling design professionals to formulate
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effective & reliable rehabilitation approaches that will limit the expected earthquake damage to a specified range for a specified
level of ground shaking. This kind of guidance applicable to all types of existing buildings & in all parts of the country has never
existed before. Illustrated.
An exploration of the world of concrete as it applies to the construction of buildings, Reinforced Concrete Design of Tall Buildings
provides a practical perspective on all aspects of reinforced concrete used in the design of structures, with particular focus on tall
and ultra-tall buildings. Written by Dr. Bungale S. Taranath, this work explains the fundamental principles and state-of-the-art
technologies required to build vertical structures as sound as they are eloquent. Dozens of cases studies of tall buildings
throughout the world, many designed by Dr. Taranath, provide in-depth insight on why and how specific structural system choices
are made. The book bridges the gap between two approaches: one based on intuitive skills and experience and the other based
on computer skills and analytical techniques. Examining the results when experiential intuition marries unfathomable precision, this
book discusses: The latest building codes, including ASCE/SEI 7-05, IBC-06/09, ACI 318-05/08, and ASCE/SEI 41-06 Recent
developments in studies of seismic vulnerability and retrofit design Earthquake hazard mitigation technology, including seismic
base isolation, passive energy dissipation, and damping systems Lateral bracing concepts and gravity-resisting systems
Performance based design trends Dynamic response spectrum and equivalent lateral load procedures Using realistic examples
throughout, Dr. Taranath shows how to create sound, cost-efficient high rise structures. His lucid and thorough explanations
provide the tools required to derive systems that gracefully resist the battering forces of nature while addressing the specific needs
of building owners, developers, and architects. The book is packed with broad-ranging material from fundamental principles to the
state-of-the-art technologies and includes techniques thoroughly developed to be highly adaptable. Offering complete guidance,
instructive examples, and color illustrations, the author develops several approaches for designing tall buildings. He demonstrates
the benefits of blending imaginative problem solving and rational analysis for creating better structural systems.
Anchorage by fasteners and composite structures of steel and concrete have seen dramatic progress in research, technology and
application over the past decades. The understanding of the fundamental principles underlying both disciplines has significantly
improved. Concurrently, there has been rapid growth in the development of sophisticated new products and the establishment of
international directives and codes to ensure their safe and economical use in a wide range of engineered structures. Although they
deal with very similar problems, the two disciplines have developed independently from each other. To optimize the use of
composite structures and fastenings to concrete, however, it is necessary to have knowledge of both: the local behavior of the
fastening system and the global behavior of the structure. It became apparent that a forum offering the opportunity to expand and
to exchange experience in the field of connecting steel and concrete would benefit all involved. Furthermore this forum would aid
in the rapid dissemination of new ideas, technologies and solutions as well as explore new areas of research.This book forms the
Proceedings of the 2 Symposium on “Connections between Steel and Concrete”. As the 1 Symposium in 2001 it brought together
leading experts from all facets of the research, design, construction and anchor manufacturing community from around the world.
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Their lectures covered the topics:- test methods- behavior and design- dynamic loading: shock, earthquake, fatigue- durabilityexceptional applications, strenghtening and structures- related topicsIn total 129 papers are gathered in these 2 volumes.
This self-contained book focuses on the safety assessment of existing structures subjected to multi-hazard scenarios through advanced
numerical methods. Whereas the focus is on concrete dams and nuclear containment structures, the presented methodologies can also be
applied to other large-scale ones. The authors explains how aging and shaking ultimately lead to cracking, and how these complexities are
compounded by their random nature. Nonlinear (static and transient) finite element analysis is hence integrated with both earthquake
engineering and probabilistic methods to ultimately derive capacity or fragility curves through a rigorous safety assessment. Expanding its
focus beyond design aspects or the state of the practice (i.e., codes), this book is composed of seven sections: Fundamentals: theoretical
coverage of solid mechnics, plasticity, fracture mechanics, creep, seismology, dynamic analysis, probability and statistics Damage: that can
affect concrete structures, such as cracking of concrete, AAR, chloride ingress, and rebar corrosion, Finite Element: formulation for both
linear and nonlinear analysis including stress, heat and fracture mechanics, Engineering Models: for soil/fluid-structure interaction, uncertainty
quantification, probablilistic and random finite element analysis, machine learning, performance based earthquake engineering, ground
motion intensity measures, seismic hazard analysis, capacity/fragility functions and damage indeces, Applications to dams through potential
failure mode analyses, risk-informed decision making, deterministic and probabilistic examples, Applications to nuclear structures through
modeling issues, aging management programs, critical review of some analyses, Other applications and case studies: massive RC structures
and bridges, detailed assessment of a nuclear containment structure evaluation for license renewal. This book should inspire students,
professionals and most importantly regulators to rigorously apply the most up to date scientific methods in the safety assessment of large
concrete structures.
The book is a tribute to the research contribution of Professor Andrei Reinhorn in the field of earthquake engineering. It covers all the aspects
connected to earthquake engineering starting from computational methods, hybrid testing and control, resilience and seismic protection which
have been the main research topics in the field of earthquake engineering in the last 30 years. These were all investigated by Prof. Reinhorn
throughout his career. The book provides the most recent advancements in these four different fields, including contributions coming from six
different countries giving an international outlook to the topics.
Performance-based Earthquake Engineering has emerged before the turn of the century as the most important development in the field of
Earthquake Engineering during the last three decades. It has since then started penetrating codes and standards on seismic assessment and
retrofitting and making headway towards seismic design standards for new structures as well. The US have been a leader in Performancebased Earthquake Engineering, but also Europe is a major contributor. Two Workshops on Performance-based Earthquake Engineering, held
in Bled (Slovenia) in 1997 and 2004 are considered as milestones. The ACES Workshop in Corfu (Greece) of July 2009 builds on them,
attracting as contributors world-leaders in Performance-based Earthquake Engineering from North America, Europe and the Pacific rim
(Japan, New Zealand, Taiwan, China). It covers the entire scope of Performance-based Earthquake Engineering: Ground motions for
performance-based earthquake engineering; Methodologies for Performance-based seismic design and retrofitting; Implementation of
Performance-based seismic design and retrofitting; and Advanced seismic testing for performance-based earthquake engineering. Audience:
This volume will be of interest to scientists and advanced practitioners in structural earthquake engineering, geotechnical earthquake
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engineering, engineering seismology, and experimental dynamics.
The considerable influence of inherent uncertainties on structural behavior has led the engineering community to recognize the importance of
a stochastic approach to structural problems. Issues related to uncertainty quantification and its influence on the reliability of the
computational models are continuously gaining in significance. In particular, the problems of dynamic response analysis and reliability
assessment of structures with uncertain system and excitation parameters have been the subject of continuous research over the last two
decades as a result of the increasing availability of powerful computing resources and technology. This book is a follow up of a previous book
with the same subject (ISBN 978-90-481-9986-0) and focuses on advanced computational methods and software tools which can highly
assist in tackling complex problems in stochastic dynamic/seismic analysis and design of structures. The selected chapters are authored by
some of the most active scholars in their respective areas and represent some of the most recent developments in this field. The book
consists of 21 chapters which can be grouped into several thematic topics including dynamic analysis of stochastic systems, reliability-based
design, structural control and health monitoring, model updating, system identification, wave propagation in random media, seismic fragility
analysis and damage assessment. This edited book is primarily intended for researchers and post-graduate students who are familiar with
the fundamentals and wish to study or to advance the state of the art on a particular topic in the field of computational stochastic structural
dynamics. Nevertheless, practicing engineers could benefit as well from it as most code provisions tend to incorporate probabilistic concepts
in the analysis and design of structures.
Many of the existing buildings at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant are steel frame construction with unreinforced hollow clay tile infill walls (HCTW).
The HCTW infill provides some lateral seismic resistance to the design/evaluation basis earthquake; however acceptance criteria for this
construction must be developed. The basis for the development of seismic criteria is the Oak Ridge HCTW testing and analysis program and
the target performance goals of DOE 5480.28 and DOE-STD-1020-94. This report documents and independent review of the testing and
analysis program and development of recommended acceptance criteria for Oak Ridge HCTW construction. The HCTW test program
included m??acro ??wall in-plane and out-of-plane tests, full-scale wall in-plane and out-of-plane tests, in-situ out-of-plane test, shake table
tests, and masonry component tests.
"In order to reduce the seismic risk facing many densely populated regions worldwide, including Canada and the United States, modern
earthquake engineering should be more widely applied. But current literature on earthquake engineering may be difficult to grasp for
structural engineers who are untrained in seismic design. In addition no single resource addressed seismic design practices in both Canada
and the United States until now. Elements of Earthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics was written to fill the gap. It presents the key
elements of earthquake engineering and structural dynamics at an introductory level and gives readers the basic knowledge they need to
apply the seismic provisions contained in Canadian and American building codes."--Résumé de l'éditeur.

Standard ASCE/SEI 43-19 provides stringent criteria to ensure that nuclear facilities are designed to withstand the effects of
earthquake ground shaking.
These proceedings, arising from an international workshop, present research results and ideas on issues of importance to seismic
risk reduction and the development of future seismic codes.
Role of Seismic Testing Facilities in Performance-Based Earthquake EngineeringSERIES WorkshopSpringer Science & Business
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Media
This Special Issue was created to collect the most recent and novel research on seismic performance evaluation of building
structures. This issue includes three important topics on seismic engineering for building structures: (1) seismic design and
performance evaluation, (2) structural dynamics, and (3) seismic hazard and risk analysis. To protect building structures from
earthquakes, it is necessary to conduct seismic performance evaluations on structures with reliable methods and to retrofit these
structures appropriately using the results of the seismic performance evaluation.
As software skills rise to the forefront of design concerns, the art of structural conceptualization is often minimized. Structural
engineering, however, requires the marriage of artistic and intuitive designs with mathematical accuracy and detail. Computer
analysis works to solidify and extend the creative idea or concept that might have started o
Over 19,000 total pages ... Public Domain U.S. Government published manual: Numerous illustrations and matrices. Published in
the 1990s and after 2000. TITLES and CONTENTS: ELECTRICAL SCIENCES - Contains the following manuals: Electrical
Science, Vol 1 - Electrical Science, Vol 2 - Electrical Science, Vol 3 - Electrical Science, Vol 4 - Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer,
And Fluid Flow, Vol 1 - Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer, And Fluid Flow, Vol 2 - Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer, And Fluid Flow,
Vol 3 - Instrumentation And Control, Vol 1 - Instrumentation And Control, Vol 2 Mathematics, Vol 1 - Mathematics, Vol 2 Chemistry, Vol 1 - Chemistry, Vol 2 - Engineering Symbology, Prints, And Drawings, Vol 1 - Engineering Symbology, Prints, And
Drawings, Vol 2 - Material Science, Vol 1 - Material Science, Vol 2 - Mechanical Science, Vol 1 - Mechanical Science, Vol 2 Nuclear Physics And Reactor Theory, Vol 1 - Nuclear Physics And Reactor Theory, Vol 2. CLASSICAL PHYSICS - The Classical
Physics Fundamentals includes information on the units used to measure physical properties; vectors, and how they are used to
show the net effect of various forces; Newton's Laws of motion, and how to use these laws in force and motion applications; and
the concepts of energy, work, and power, and how to measure and calculate the energy involved in various applications. * Scalar
And Vector Quantities * Vector Identification * Vectors: Resultants And Components * Graphic Method Of Vector Addition *
Component Addition Method * Analytical Method Of Vector Addition * Newton's Laws Of Motion * Momentum Principles * Force
And Weight * Free-Body Diagrams * Force Equilibrium * Types Of Force * Energy And Work * Law Of Conservation Of Energy *
Power – ELECTRICAL SCIENCE: The Electrical Science Fundamentals Handbook includes information on alternating current
(AC) and direct current (DC) theory, circuits, motors, and generators; AC power and reactive components; batteries; AC and DC
voltage regulators; transformers; and electrical test instruments and measuring devices. * Atom And Its Forces * Electrical
Terminology * Units Of Electrical Measurement * Methods Of Producing Voltage (Electricity) * Magnetism * Magnetic Circuits *
Electrical Symbols * DC Sources * DC Circuit Terminology * Basic DC Circuit Calculations * Voltage Polarity And Current Direction
* Kirchhoff's Laws * DC Circuit Analysis * DC Circuit Faults * Inductance * Capacitance * Battery Terminology * Battery Theory *
Battery Operations * Types Of Batteries * Battery Hazards * DC Equipment Terminology * DC Equipment Construction * DC
Generator Theory * DC Generator Construction * DC Motor Theory * Types Of DC Motors * DC Motor Operation * AC Generation *
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AC Generation Analysis * Inductance * Capacitance * Impedance * Resonance * Power Triangle * Three-Phase Circuits * AC
Generator Components * AC Generator Theory * AC Generator Operation * Voltage Regulators * AC Motor Theory * AC Motor
Types * Transformer Theory * Transformer Types * Meter Movements * Voltmeters * Ammeters * Ohm Meters * Wattmeters *
Other Electrical Measuring Devices * Test Equipment * System Components And Protection Devices * Circuit Breakers * Motor
Controllers * Wiring Schemes And Grounding THERMODYNAMICS, HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FUNDAMENTALS. The
Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer, and Fluid Flow Fundamentals Handbook includes information on thermodynamics and the
properties of fluids; the three modes of heat transfer - conduction, convection, and radiation; and fluid flow, and the energy
relationships in fluid systems. * Thermodynamic Properties * Temperature And Pressure Measurements * Energy, Work, And Heat
* Thermodynamic Systems And Processes * Change Of Phase * Property Diagrams And Steam Tables * First Law Of
Thermodynamics * Second Law Of Thermodynamics * Compression Processes * Heat Transfer Terminology * Conduction Heat
Transfer * Convection Heat Transfer * Radiant Heat Transfer * Heat Exchangers * Boiling Heat Transfer * Heat Generation *
Decay Heat * Continuity Equation * Laminar And Turbulent Flow * Bernoulli's Equation * Head Loss * Natural Circulation * TwoPhase Fluid Flow * Centrifugal Pumps INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL. The Instrumentation and Control Fundamentals
Handbook includes information on temperature, pressure, flow, and level detection systems; position indication systems; process
control systems; and radiation detection principles. * Resistance Temperature Detectors (Rtds) * Thermocouples * Functional
Uses Of Temperature Detectors * Temperature Detection Circuitry * Pressure Detectors * Pressure Detector Functional Uses *
Pressure Detection Circuitry * Level Detectors * Density Compensation * Level Detection Circuitry * Head Flow Meters * Other
Flow Meters * Steam Flow Detection * Flow Circuitry * Synchro Equipment * Switches * Variable Output Devices * Position
Indication Circuitry * Radiation Detection Terminology * Radiation Types * Gas-Filled Detector * Detector Voltage * Proportional
Counter * Proportional Counter Circuitry * Ionization Chamber * Compensated Ion Chamber * Electroscope Ionization Chamber *
Geiger-Müller Detector * Scintillation Counter * Gamma Spectroscopy * Miscellaneous Detectors * Circuitry And Circuit Elements *
Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation * Intermediate Range Nuclear Instrumentation * Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation *
Principles Of Control Systems * Control Loop Diagrams * Two Position Control Systems * Proportional Control Systems * Reset
(Integral) Control Systems * Proportional Plus Reset Control Systems * Proportional Plus Rate Control Systems * ProportionalIntegral-Derivative Control Systems * Controllers * Valve Actuators MATHEMATICS The Mathematics Fundamentals Handbook
includes a review of introductory mathematics and the concepts and functional use of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and
calculus. Word problems, equations, calculations, and practical exercises that require the use of each of the mathematical
concepts are also presented. * Calculator Operations * Four Basic Arithmetic Operations * Averages * Fractions * Decimals *
Signed Numbers * Significant Digits * Percentages * Exponents * Scientific Notation * Radicals * Algebraic Laws * Linear
Equations * Quadratic Equations * Simultaneous Equations * Word Problems * Graphing * Slopes * Interpolation And Extrapolation
* Basic Concepts Of Geometry * Shapes And Figures Of Plane Geometry * Solid Geometric Figures * Pythagorean Theorem *
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Trigonometric Functions * Radians * Statistics * Imaginary And Complex Numbers * Matrices And Determinants * Calculus
CHEMISTRY The Chemistry Handbook includes information on the atomic structure of matter; chemical bonding; chemical
equations; chemical interactions involved with corrosion processes; water chemistry control, including the principles of water
treatment; the hazards of chemicals and gases, and basic gaseous diffusion processes. * Characteristics Of Atoms * The Periodic
Table * Chemical Bonding * Chemical Equations * Acids, Bases, Salts, And Ph * Converters * Corrosion Theory * General
Corrosion * Crud And Galvanic Corrosion * Specialized Corrosion * Effects Of Radiation On Water Chemistry (Synthesis) *
Chemistry Parameters * Purpose Of Water Treatment * Water Treatment Processes * Dissolved Gases, Suspended Solids, And
Ph Control * Water Purity * Corrosives (Acids And Alkalies) * Toxic Compound * Compressed Gases * Flammable And
Combustible Liquids ENGINEERING SYMBIOLOGY. The Engineering Symbology, Prints, and Drawings Handbook includes
information on engineering fluid drawings and prints; piping and instrument drawings; major symbols and conventions; electronic
diagrams and schematics; logic circuits and diagrams; and fabrication, construction, and architectural drawings. * Introduction To
Print Reading * Introduction To The Types Of Drawings, Views, And Perspectives * Engineering Fluids Diagrams And Prints *
Reading Engineering P&Ids * P&Id Print Reading Example * Fluid Power P&Ids * Electrical Diagrams And Schematics * Electrical
Wiring And Schematic Diagram Reading Examples * Electronic Diagrams And Schematics * Examples * Engineering Logic
Diagrams * Truth Tables And Exercises * Engineering Fabrication, Construction, And Architectural Drawings * Engineering
Fabrication, Construction, And Architectural Drawing, Examples MATERIAL SCIENCE. The Material Science Handbook includes
information on the structure and properties of metals, stress mechanisms in metals, failure modes, and the characteristics of
metals that are commonly used in DOE nuclear facilities. * Bonding * Common Lattice Types * Grain Structure And Boundary *
Polymorphism * Alloys * Imperfections In Metals * Stress * Strain * Young's Modulus * Stress-Strain Relationship * Physical
Properties * Working Of Metals * Corrosion * Hydrogen Embrittlement * Tritium/Material Compatibility * Thermal Stress *
Pressurized Thermal Shock * Brittle Fracture Mechanism * Minimum Pressurization-Temperature Curves * Heatup And Cooldown
Rate Limits * Properties Considered * When Selecting Materials * Fuel Materials * Cladding And Reflectors * Control Materials *
Shielding Materials * Nuclear Reactor Core Problems * Plant Material Problems * Atomic Displacement Due To Irradiation *
Thermal And Displacement Spikes * Due To Irradiation * Effect Due To Neutron Capture * Radiation Effects In Organic
Compounds * Reactor Use Of Aluminum MECHANICAL SCIENCE. The Mechanical Science Handbook includes information on
diesel engines, heat exchangers, pumps, valves, and miscellaneous mechanical components. * Diesel Engines * Fundamentals Of
The Diesel Cycle * Diesel Engine Speed, Fuel Controls, And Protection * Types Of Heat Exchangers * Heat Exchanger
Applications * Centrifugal Pumps * Centrifugal Pump Operation * Positive Displacement Pumps * Valve Functions And Basic Parts
* Types Of Valves * Valve Actuators * Air Compressors * Hydraulics * Boilers * Cooling Towers * Demineralizers * Pressurizers *
Steam Traps * Filters And Strainers NUCLEAR PHYSICS AND REACTOR THEORY. The Nuclear Physics and Reactor Theory
Handbook includes information on atomic and nuclear physics; neutron characteristics; reactor theory and nuclear parameters;
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and the theory of reactor operation. * Atomic Nature Of Matter * Chart Of The Nuclides * Mass Defect And Binding Energy * Modes
Of Radioactive Decay * Radioactivity * Neutron Interactions * Nuclear Fission * Energy Release From Fission * Interaction Of
Radiation With Matter * Neutron Sources * Nuclear Cross Sections And Neutron Flux * Reaction Rates * Neutron Moderation *
Prompt And Delayed Neutrons * Neutron Flux Spectrum * Neutron Life Cycle * Reactivity * Reactivity Coefficients * Neutron
Poisons * Xenon * Samarium And Other Fission Product Poisons * Control Rods * Subcritical Multiplication * Reactor Kinetics *
Reactor

Nowadays research in earthquake engineering is mainly experimental and in large-scale; advanced computations are
integrated with large-scale experiments, to complement them and extend their scope, even by coupling two different but
simultaneous tests. Earthquake engineering cannot give answers by testing and qualifying few, small typical components
or single large prototypes. Besides, the large diversity of Civil Engineering structures does not allow drawing conclusions
from only a few tests; structures are large and their seismic response and performance cannot be meaningfully tested in
an ordinary lab or in the field. So, seismic testing facilities should be much larger than in other scientific fields; their staff
has to be resourceful, devising intelligent ways to carry out simultaneously different tests and advanced computations. To
better serve such a mission European testing facilities and researchers in earthquake engineering have shared their
resources and activities in the framework of the European project SERIES, combining their research and jointly
developing advanced testing and instrumentation techniques that maximize testing capabilities and increase the value of
the tests. This volume presents the first outcomes of the SERIES and its contribution towards Performance-based
Earthquake Engineering, i.e., to the most important development in Earthquake Engineering of the past three decades.
The concept and the methodologies for performance-based earthquake engineering have now matured. However, they
are based mainly on analytical/numerical research; large-scale seismic testing has entered the stage recently. The
SERIES Workshop in Ohrid (MK) in Sept. 2010 pooled together the largest European seismic testing facilities, Europe’s
best experts in experimental earthquake engineering and select experts from the USA, to present recent research
achievements and to address future developments. Audience: This volume will be of interest to researchers and
advanced practitioners in structural earthquake engineering, geotechnical earthquake engineering, engineering
seismology, and experimental dynamics, including seismic qualification.
This book contains select green building, materials, and civil engineering papers from the 4th International Conference on
Green Building, Materials and Civil Engineering (GBMCE), which was held in Hong Kong, August 21-22, 2014. This
volume of proceedings aims to provide a platform for researchers, engineers, academics, and industry professionals f
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